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Thanks to the Digital Markets Act, large tech firms must now give Europeans more choices about how 
online services work. But competition authorities will see few reasons to relax.

On 6 March, Europeans will see changes to large tech firms’ services. Google’s search results will give 
more prominence to its competitors’ offerings. Consumers will get more choices about how their data is 
handled. Apple’s closed ecosystem will become more open – allowing users to download apps without 
using Apple’s App Store. The reason for these changes is that Europe’s long-awaited Digital Markets Act 
(DMA) will start to bite. The law imposes rules on big firms’ platforms – including operating systems, 
online marketplaces, messaging services, social media networks, browsers, and digital advertising 
services – with the somewhat vague goal of making digital markets more ‘contestable’ and ‘fair’. 
However, the DMA’s elusive objectives make it hard to know whether the law will be a success. The DMA 
may help solve some problems with digital competition – but it leaves others unresolved and may even 
create new ones. 

The DMA passed its first hurdle – allowing the Commission to quickly and efficiently decide which 
services to regulate – with a reasonable degree of success. As Table 1 shows, the largest tech firms mostly 
accept that their flagship services must follow the DMA’s rules. The Commission also quickly agreed 
with tech firms that some popular services did not warrant regulation. Some cases have proven more 
complex. The Commission is still investigating whether to regulate Apple’s iPad operating system, and 
should reach a decision in September 2024. On top of that, ByteDance (which runs the social media 
platform TikTok), Meta and Apple have all launched litigation in EU courts about whether their services 
should be regulated. Apple, for example, argues that its App Store should only be regulated when it 
distributes apps for iPhones, not for other Apple products. The Commission will also have to decide 
shortly whether some other services, like Booking.com’s online travel platform and the X (formerly 
Twitter) social network, should be regulated.
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In the meantime, however, even firms which have appealed must comply with the DMA from 6 
March, and have started announcing parts of their compliance plans. This exercise illustrates three key 
limitations of the DMA.

First, the impact on competition will be mixed. To its credit, the Commission has decided not to 
regulate some ‘challenger’ services, even when those services are provided by ‘big tech’ firms. These 
unregulated services include Apple’s iMessage, which has a smaller user base than WhatsApp, and 
Microsoft’s internet browser Edge and its search engine Bing, which are smaller challengers to Google 
Chrome and Google Search respectively. The Commission’s approach should enhance competition – it 
means some ‘challenger’ services will face fewer constraints, and could more easily become successful, 
increasing competitive pressure on the most dominant services. While this sounds sensible, the 
Commission’s approach is in fact bold because the DMA is not supposed to be a branch of competition 
law – it uses a new set of concepts that is supposed to regulate firms based solely on factors like their 
size and importance for business users, not whether or not they are ‘dominant’ or a ‘challenger’. The 
Commission’s approach may disappoint smaller browsers and search engines, who want more visibility, 
or stakeholders who understandably feel that the DMA was supposed to force all large technology 
firms to obey the same rules. But if Microsoft was forced to offer users a choice, almost all would choose 
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Table 1: Which services will be initially regulated by the Digital Markets Act?

Firm Services which 
will be regulated

Services the 
Commission decided 
not to regulate

Services the 
Commission is 
investigating

Services under 
appeal

Alphabet (Google) Maps, Play, 
Shopping, Ads, 
YouTube, Search, 
Chrome, Android

Gmail

Amazon Marketplace, Ads
Apple Safari, iOS, App 

Store*
iMessage iPadOS iMessage**, App 

Store
ByteDance TikTok
Meta Facebook, 

Instagram, Ads, 
WhatsApp

Messenger, 
Marketplace

Microsoft LinkedIn, 
Windows

Outlook.com, Bing, 
Edge, Ads

Samsung Samsung Internet 
Browser

 
* Apple is appealing the treatment of the App Store as a single platform, given its use across different Apple devices, but does not 
argue the App Store should be entirely unregulated. 
** Apple launched its appeal before the Commission decided not to regulate iMessage. Apple may therefore discontinue this 
appeal.
Sources: European Commission, European Court of Justice. 

https://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=282703&pageIndex=0&doclang=en&mode=req&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=1650662
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0167718723000644
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Google products, helping the biggest products grow even bigger and making it even harder for Google’s 
biggest challenger to build scale.

The DMA’s design, however, means that the Commission was not able to achieve such a sensible result in 
every case. For example, Apple will have to offer a browser choice screen on iPhones. The browser choice 
screen will probably encourage iPhone users to stop using Apple’s default browser Safari in favour of the 
better-known Google Chrome – a product which already has the largest market share in Europe. 

The rules the DMA requires regulated firms to follow will also have ambiguous impacts on competition. 
Regulated firms must now ask users to make many more decisions – for example, about how their data is 
used, which apps and search engines are defaults, whether to buy products and services without using 
large tech firms’ platforms, and whether they want their usage of different services to be linked. More 
choice will enhance competition – especially where consumers currently do not have a realistic choice at 
all, such as iPhone users who have no choice but to use Apple’s App Store to download an app. However, 
there is a risk that many consumers will not exercise those choices. In some cases – such as when 
consumers are asked how their data can be used – many everyday consumers might not understand 
what they are being asked. In other cases, they will succumb to the same ‘choice fatigue’ that plagues 
Europeans when they face endless cookie requests online. Consumers who do understand their choices 
will realise that, in at least some cases, choices may have negative consequences – for example, unlinking 
Facebook and Instagram means the two services may not interact as seamlessly. This may help explain 
why Meta and Google seem relatively relaxed about complying with the DMA. 

Second, implementation will be heavily disputed. Law-makers tried to make the DMA ‘self-executing’ 
– by setting black-and-white rules that give large firms little discretion about how to comply, and by 
setting very large potential fines to deter non-compliance. But implementing the rules poses significant 
challenges in practice. Take, for example, the rule that Apple must allow competing app stores, so that 
users are not forced to use the Apple App Store to download apps. This is one area where the DMA could 
create more choice and competition – with some clear benefits to consumers, such as lower prices for 
apps. Apple has announced – with obvious reluctance – its plans to comply with the DMA. But Apple 
will impose a range of limitations and conditions, such as a new set of fees for developers who want to 
take advantage of their rights under the DMA and a range of security measures that may persuade many 
developers to stick with Apple App Store. Many of the security measures seem broadly reasonable and 
law-makers were right to allow Apple to protect users’ security. But the devil will be in the details. Apple 
has mixed incentives: it legitimately wants to protect users’ security from malicious apps, but it may also 
be tempted to make life harder for developers that want to use alternatives to its App Store. Authorities 
will need to supervise Apple closely to ensure that its rules are designed and applied fairly and in the 
spirit of the DMA. 

The DMA does not offer any simple way for the Commission to resolve many disputes quickly or to 
address detailed economic questions about what a ‘fair’ level of fees would be. The Commission can 
‘specify’ how firms must comply with most of the rules. However, that process will take months and 
regulated firms will probably litigate if they are unhappy with the result. That means it may take years for 
all the disputed details to be ironed out – and until then, many developers will probably shy away from 
exercising their rights under the DMA. So even where the DMA will have positive outcomes, they will take 
time to appear.
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https://about.fb.com/news/2024/01/offering-people-more-choice-on-how-they-can-use-our-services-in-the-eu/
https://support.google.com/assistant/answer/14202510?hl=en-GB
https://www.apple.com/uk/newsroom/2024/01/apple-announces-changes-to-ios-safari-and-the-app-store-in-the-european-union/
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Third, competition authorities will not stop scrutinising tech firms. The DMA’s relationship 
with competition law is complex. In some cases – like Spotify’s complaint that Apple gives its own 
music service unfair advantages – the Commission has taken a long time to progress investigations. 
For example, it has just fined Apple €1.8 billion, two days before the DMA will force it to change its 
behaviour anyway. In other cases, large tech firms may have been influenced by the DMA to settle their 
disagreements with the Commission, on the basis that the DMA will force them to change their conduct, 
even if the Commission’s competition law investigations do not. Amazon, for example, has promised to 
limit its use of data about other businesses which sell on its marketplace, and to adjust which sellers have 
the most prominent placement in search listings. These commitments will go a long way to securing 
Amazon’s compliance with the DMA.

But the DMA leaves many more competition issues unaddressed – and could even create new ones. For 
example:

 The DMA is unlikely to solve problems with digital advertising, which form the bulk of Google’s 
and Facebook’s profits. Google has come under scrutiny in recent years because it dominates multiple 
parts of the digital advertising value chain – it helps online publishers manage their advertising space, 
helps advertisers manage their ad placements, and also operates exchanges which purport to give both 
publishers and advertisers the best price. Competition authorities believe this creates conflicts of interest. 
The Commission (alongside US antitrust authorities) believes the only tenable solution is for Google to 
sell parts of its ad business – an outcome the DMA is unlikely to ever require.

The European Commission and member-state competition authorities are increasingly looking into 
cloud computing, a market dominated by Amazon, Microsoft and Google. Businesses complain that 
they find it difficult to switch cloud computing providers. And cloud computing is an essential input 
into artificial intelligence services, a market where competition authorities want to ensure there is a 
diverse range of independent providers. Cloud computing is in the DMA’s scope – but, for reasons the 
Commission has not explained, no cloud computing services will be regulated initially. Instead, the 
EU has pushed ahead with other laws like the Data Act to address problems in the cloud market, and 
competition authorities are carefully scrutinising both cloud and artificial intelligence services under 
traditional antitrust laws.

The DMA even risks creating new disputes. For example, it requires Apple to give all browsers on iOS 
the same functionality that is available to Apple’s own browser, Safari. Apple considered that it was 
“not practical” to extend all functionalities to other web browsers while maintaining its existing security 
standards. It therefore proposed to remove the ability for app developers to make webpages that 
use Safari but function like standalone apps. This would have removed a key way app developers can 
avoid Apple’s App Store today, albeit one that was little used in practice. Apple backed down after the 
Commission started an informal investigation into this conduct – but the dispute was a sharp reminder 
that large firms may purport to comply with the DMA in ways that the Commission dislikes.

These issues illustrate that the DMA will not put an end to the European Commission’s increasing scrutiny 
of large technology firms’ practices in Europe. 

Despite these challenges – many caused by the DMA’s own flaws – it is in large tech firms’ interest to 
make the DMA a success. For one thing, law-makers have already raised the prospect of amending the 
DMA to expand its scope to cover new services like artificial intelligence, to regulate cloud computing, 
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https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_22_7777
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_22_7777
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and to address unintended consequences. If tech firms work to resolve these concerns constructively, 
that may dissuade law-makers from reopening the DMA. Second, many other countries are proposing 
their own laws to improve digital competition. If those countries look to the DMA for inspiration, that 
would be a relatively good outcome for large technology firms. Imperfect as it is, the DMA has a clearly 
defined scope and a predictable set of requirements – and firms will find it easier and simpler to comply 
with a single set of rules globally. 

If the DMA does not deliver quick and positive results, and especially if large firms look recalcitrant, 
other countries are likely to decide that their own digital competition laws must be tougher than the 
DMA. They will then pursue laws that give regulators more discretion, provide less accountability and 
predictability, and risk forcing firms to comply with different rules in different countries. Resisting the 
DMA is unlikely to be a good long-term strategy.

Zach Meyers is assistant director of the Centre for European Reform.
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